
Morison 50 – LCRK Race report 

 

PaddleNSW was delighted to host the Morison 50 on October 31st, 2020. Starting from Macquarie Park, 
Windsor, paddle 50, 24 or 12kms in an out-and-back race as evening falls on the mighty Hawkesbury River. 

Race Overview - Rich Yates 
What do you get when you cross the Myall Classic with the Hawkesbury Canoe Classic? No its not stiff 
shoulders, blisters and a sore backside. The correct answer is the only Ultra marathon of COVID 2020, the 
Morison 50. 

Conceived by Paddle NSW as low overhead race in the absence of both the Classics mentioned above, The 
Morison 50 pitted competition starved paddlers against a familiar river in a less familiar format. The plan was 
simple; Start at Windsor, paddle for either 6km, 12 km or 25 km then turn around and come home. Mother 
Nature had more to say about that. 

Named after one of the true legends of marathon paddling, Joan Morison, the race started at Macquarie Park 
Windsor, pointing the boats downstream for their allotted distances before a return upstream, yes upstream in 
the mighty Hawkesbury. Like the Myall there were early and late starts to cater for the differing speeds of 
paddlers. Like the HCC the plan was to have the paddlers finish in the dark experiencing the excitement of night 
paddling in the wilds of Windsor. 

 
Above: Tony, briefing Ian and Chris 

Like the HCC there was a raft of required safety equipment and scrutineering. Of particular interest was the 
requirement for a mobile phone and the GPS tracking Glympse App. Paddle NSW’s Naomi Johnson found 
herself as the technical advisor to all of us who'd managed to install the app but then knew nothing of what to 
do next. Looking a bit deeper into it though, the app provides a means of locating individuals by their phone 
GPS and also provides the paddler with a one stop panic button contact for the safety crew of the race 



organisers. I think this is a good use of the technology. In a lot of cases, the addition of the iphone to the boat 
meant that the net worth of the cargo exceeded the net worth of the vessel, in my case by a factor of 3. 
Nonetheless, a good drybag, carefully and securely attached provided some comfort. 

The timing of the start provided the paddlers with a good outgoing tide which alas was set to change only after 
the race was complete. It was happy days downstream and a tough night upstream. 

First off was the 3pm start for the 50km course. Various craft on this start including a K1, some sea kayaks, skis 
and SUPS. An hour later the rest of us headed downstream, those dreaming of glory or deluded in the hope that 
the later start would provide a tidal assist on the way home. The K1 diamond quickly hit the front but were 
thwarted at the first buoy before the bridge with the left wingman having a swim. The other three stopped to 
assist and regroup as the rest of the pack went past. It was the first time for all of us I reckon, passing Brett 
Greenwood in a race. 

The tide was fairly ripping down the river and the leading pack soon sorted itself out with a couple of doubles 
surrounded by skis and K1’s angling for the best wash. The tailwind also a friendly push in the back meant that 
the afternoon started to get a bit hot. The heat continued to rise with an approaching spring storm threatening 
with thunder and lightning. The lightning got closer and the light dimmed. I recalled the paddle NSW safety 
briefing in the event of lightning during the race, stay in your car if you aren’t on the water, stay in your boat in 
the middle of the river if you are. Well I was and I did and the rain came down in buckets. The river flattened 
out and turned from being a muddy brown to being speckled with silver ball bearings as each raindrop 
produced a perfect clear sphere as the splash rebounded. The lightning was striking up ahead and I felt for the 
3pm starters who were probably in the thick of it. 

 
Above: Me executing an overtaking manoeuvre while the Dawes/Cobb double was distracted by the camera 

 
The temperature had dropped and the rain lasted a good 15 minutes, enough to get quite chilly despite the 
effort of paddling. However it did clear and the storm grumbled off to the north east. The 12km mark came up 
at the Cattai jetty (HCC checkpoint A). Quite strange to be paddling past the jetty without it being full of happy 
landcrew, instead the rescue boat was stationed there and as we paddled past they made a hasty embarkation 
and motored downstream. 



The threat of the storms and their severity put some prospective starters off and there were a couple of 
cancellations. Others figured they had driven that far so better get on with it and the later starts went off, 
slightly delayed by the storm. The HCC is a race that often has competitors comparing GPS readouts for the 
distance travelled. Perhaps its something about the river as that turned out to be the case for the Morison 50. 
The boat charged with deploying the 50km turn buoy just south of Sackville had a mechanical and simply 
wouldn’t go. This of course coincided with the electrical storm which played some havoc with comms. By the 
time comms were restored it was up to the 12km IRB to dash down the river to turn the fleet around. 

The 3pm starters were obviously an obedient bunch and patiently paddled on past the GPS reading of 25km 
looking for the official buoy. 26km, 27km, 28km, 29km no buoy. Luckily, before (almost) encountering the Ferry, 
the IRB caught the leaders and turned them around. They then turned themselves and headed back upstream 
turning the fleet around as they went. This had the unfortunate effect of turning the race leaders into the race 
backmarkers in an instant. However, this also had the fortunate effect of turning the 50km backmarkers 
suddenly into race leaders. 

So the uphill slog began. The heady speeds of 13, 14 or 15km/hr on the way down ebbed to 10, 9 and 8 on the 
way back. Luckily we were treated to a magnificent sunset after the clouds cleared. It was much more 
rewarding looking at that than the GPS. 

So the fast crews overtook the slower crews all over again on the way home. A very strange feeling for HCC 
veterans, paddling upstream toward Windsor with the sun in your face on the last Saturday in October. The 
later starts for the shorter course had similar struggles with the tide. Misery loves company. 

Like the HCC the finish is heralded by a distant road bridge. Like the HCC it comes into view and refuses to get 
any closer until you are nearly weeping. Then all of a sudden its behind you and you are finished. The 
construction of the new bridge has created a couple of eddies near the bridge, one in particular was very 
exciting for the weary and unwary paddlers. And just like that the race is over. No landcrew to help you up with 
the boat, although a there were a few friendly faces offering congratulations and encouragement at the finish. 

The best finish was taken out by a double that came in complaining of weed on the rudder. They hopped out 
and inspected the rudder, waiting for the triumphant ball of Hawkesbury weed that saw them lose 3km/hr for 
the last 4km etc etc. They were disappointed only to find a single strand of fishing line. Not wishing to leave 
plastic in the river they pulled in the line and were surprised when they reeled in the business end of a Jarvis 
Walker 8 foot rod and reel. Luckily there was no fisherman attached but I can only imagine that the owner of 
the rod went home to their spouse with tales of a monster in the river that took their hook, line sinker, rod and 
reel. Such are legends born. 

The last few boats trickled in after paddling above and beyond their allotted distance. Surprisingly the only real 
complaints I heard were the folks who got turned early rather than too late. I think most of us were just happy 
to be out there competing again. 

So the inaugural Morison 50 or Morison 47 or Morison 59 was in my book a big success. Hats off to Paddle NSW 
for organising the event and running it. No sheep stations were lost and paddling was the winner on the day. 
Congratulations to all that paddled and many thanks to all that helped organise and run the race. Next year, the 
Mystery Morison. Keep em guessing. 

Merry Sugiarto and Dave Hammond 24km 2:51:41 
Wobbly start with buckets of rain and lightning, ahead of everyone until 15km when the rudder snapped. We 
tried to paddle steer but did not work. Eventually a friend came to the rescue and we got off and fix the rudder 
with a whistle string and paddle steered for the next 10-12km(with 2 loops making sure our paddler friend who 
stopped and helped us did not get left behind). It sure was a race to remember. Grateful for all the organisers 
and volunteers for making this happened. 



 
Above: Merry and Dave buckets of rain! 

 
Jeff Hosnell 58km 5:53:07 
What a great idea to have race in honour of Joan and Bruce Morison 

This was long race for me I was on my own for this race My normal partner Duncan had to work but he still 
came along to help with this race. What a great turnout from Lane Cover paddlers over a quarter of the field 
also volunteers - what a great club we have. 

I entered the 50km race and chose the early 3pm start because I didn’t want to be on the water when it got 
dark. I thought I would finish 7.45 that didn’t happen. The start was great - Graham Cleland and I took off and 
soon put distance between us and the field. We were hitting high 12s even 13s. The 6km buoy we came to but 
didn’t realise we had to keep it on our left so sharp right turn to make this happen. This was about the time the 
rain came down and the wind got up lucky it was behind us. We had the Maritime Boat to keep us company. 

As we got further down the river it became very choppy I had waves coming into my boat. When we came to 
around the 25km mark there was no buoy, and the Maritime boat carried on, so we followed. Well then I saw 
the ferry and I knew we had come too far 28.9km! 

The Maritime Boat turned around asked our names and told us to turn around. Graham was telling paddlers 
who had followed us to turn around. And we're pretty sure we saw Duncan plaintively calling from the bank? It 
was a really hard slog back 9s, 8s high 7s. We were so lucky after 5-6kms back the weather cleared and the river 
calmed right down, so even though it was slow it was a nice paddle. I had to empty my boat out around the 
10km mark back. I stuck to the centre of the river because I couldn’t see very much. I stopped and turned my 
front light on that was good to look at. In the end finished around 8.45pm so a bloody long day! 

Looking forward to next years race. Thanks to all the volunteers, special mention to Wade taking a new 
member Dean on such a hard paddle and I hear Dean is up for more. 



 
Above: Jeff comes over to the 6km Buoy for a close-up 

Oscar Cahill & Duncan Johnstone – Safety Boat 3 
Oscar and Duncan had an eventful afternoon and saw a total of one kayak all day! We were Safety Boat 3 and 
had two jobs. The first was to lay the 50km turn buoy, and the second was to act as a safety boat at that end of 
the course. Oscar arrived in good time at Sackville to launch the boat. As it was bucketing down with thunder 
and lightning, he waited until Duncan arrived before launching. The gods were angry that day and also sent 
gremlins to sabotage the engine which then refused to start. Troubling-shooting the issue was near impossible 
in the torrential rain and lightning. As there was no phone signal, Duncan had to run up the hill to make a call to 
Race Control, who then scrambled a second boat that was located in Windsor. Once they arrived they launched 
quickly and then proceeded up river against a huge flow. In the meantime, Duncan drove to roughly the 50k 
turning point to ensure that no one passed that point. Some had slipped through… DOH! 

By the time the scrambled boat got to the GPS location. Maritime had already taken up that post so they 
returned. 

We bypassed the engine problem (electrical fault), launched and headed off to where the Maritime boat was 
and did what we could. But the damage had been done! The delay had a domino effect with some leading boats 
missing the turn (sorry Wade!) and others mistakenly turned back before reaching the turn. We got back to the 
ramp at 7pm, soaked and cold. 

As it turned out, it was the safety boat that needed rescuing! And yes, Oscar was off to Whitworths first thing 
on Sunday morning and the boat is as good as new…… well…… newish! 



 
Above: "Houston - we have a problem" 

Naomi Johnson 47km 4:27:58 
With fewer races than normal on the calendar this year, the Morison 50 was a tantalising prospect on the 
paddling horizon. I arrived at race day feeling well-prepared and ready to race, and after umming and ahhing 
about paddling my own K1 or the more forgiving Bettong in the weeks leading up, eventually acknowledged 
that I had done no training in the Bettong and my K1 was the more sensible choice from a speed and comfort 
perspective. 

I spent a bit too much time in the hours before the race bouncing around helping paddlers install the 
compulsory Glympse app on their phone, forgetting to pay any attention to my own nutrition and hydration, 
and arrived on the start line feeling a bit jumpy. Needless to say, the first 8kms were not my finest 
achievement, with an overly tentative start from right in the middle of the pack leaving me scrambling for a 
wash and a bit queasy. At the 6km mark I was just hanging on to the back of a pack, realising that the camelbak 
in the bottom of my boat was sitting just a bit too far back to bring the nose of my K1 down into the washride. 
Then they started slipping away as the rain came down in earnest and the claps of thunder came worryingly 
close to their electrical beginnings. With the rain, though, I settled into my rhythm, with the outgoing tide 
pushing me to over 12kph. While I wasn’t catching the pack in front, they didn’t seem to be rushing away quite 
so fast, and by 20kms I was happily settling in for the long run. No sign of the 3pm group yet, though, which 
began to feel odd as we approached the 25km mark. 

 
Above: Naomi in amongst the happy pack at the 6km turn 

Though I wasn’t yet on the lookout for the turn buoy, the pack in front was suddenly turning, along with a wave 
of other paddlers from my start. And the driver of the speed boat moving briskly back up the course was 
making a large circular motion with their arm that could only mean they wanted me to do the same. A quick 
turn and I was able to hop on the wash of a double that had dropped me earlier, and we started back upstream 



quite a bit slower than 12kph...and wondering what on earth had happened? Had the wild weather resulted in 
the race being called off? 

15kms to home and my washride changed from the friendly double to Simon Stenhouse, who had been 
spending a bit of time on the bank having a stretch. The view back up the river was totally new, adding yet 
another dimension to the river that I thought I was getting to know so well. Round another corner, the newly 
clear sky melted into a molten orange glow, slipping in streaks of pink and purple as we wound back upstream. 
As the colour bled out and the sky darkened, we began to pass paddlers from later starts. So the race can’t have 
been called off… 

The darkness brought another washride in the form of Geoff and Albert from Brisbane Waters, and we were 
beginning to count down to a view of the Windsor Bridge. Though feeling good about the distance, I was 
beginning to feel some rubbing from my camelbak setup, along with the edge of my time tolerance in a tippy 
K1. 4kms, 3kms, then round the corner came the bridge, lingering tantalisingly on the horizon. Like another 
bridge in another distance race, Windsor didn’t seem to get any closer, yet the minutes ticked by. Finally the 
floodlit pool was just in front of us, and I felt good for a final sprint. Just as I was revving up to speed we hit the 
eddies, with the final 500m a battle with the swirling water rather than an elegant sprint for the finish line. At 
47.75kms and 4hr 27min in the boat, I was very happy to stand up again! 

Don Johnstone 4:32:19 
After a year of cancellations and postponements, it was a great relief to hit the water at Windsor for the 
inaugural Morison 50. I arrived just in time to get through scrutineering, and too late for any socially-distant, 
pre-race photos, and once I'd launched I was welcomed by a swift downstream current. Even though I wasn't 
fast enough to stay with the leading packs, I still set PBs for every distance up to 30k, so I was having a grand old 
time. After 24.2k, word filtered back that it was time to turn around, and my speed suddenly dropped from 13 
to 8kph. 

Luckily, I teamed up with Trev and for a while with Rich which definitely made the grind back to Windsor more 
enjoyable. Many thanks to Tony Hystek and Bob Turner for organising such a great event in such a short time 
once word came through that the Hawkesbury and Myall were cancelled. And to all the volunteers who made 
for a memorable end to the 2020 paddling season. 

 
Above: Don having a grand old time! 



Karen Hadjinicola 24km 2:34:12 
Unfortunately for some but thankfully for a novice like me, the Hawkesbury Classic was cancelled this year and 
the Morison Cup was created - to honour two founding members of the Marathon events. I am still reluctant to 
paddle in the dark (so in awe of you LCRK paddlers that do this year round) and the 24km circuit was my choice. 
I am very new to marathon events but now absolutely addicted and understand why you all love this discipline 
so much. 

I was keen to sign up and support this new event in 2020 because any event is a good event this year. I had 
already met some awesome LCKR paddlers on the Clarence - Jeff, Wade, Duncan plus those I already knew 
Brett, James H, Michael, Roddi and Dani so I knew I was in safe hands for the Morison. 

This is my report for the 24km early start (the soft ones). So Jeff and Wade had taken off at 3, Brett, James P, 
James H, Dmitry and Danni at 4, Chris was to follow at 6. 

We lined up at 4:55 and just as we set off the skies opened up. Unlike the other starts, we had the Forest Gump 
moment of the rain coming hard from every direction. The tide was running and I mean running, I hit 13.5 
before the bridge (and I'm a 10k average gal). It was brilliant but then the thunder clapped and clapped and 
then the lighting sent a bolt down, I saw it and had to laugh because I knew there was nowhere to hide, if it was 
going to hit then so be it. 

It was definitely a tale of two cities, the trip down was my fastest 12km ever and my trip back saw my heart rate 
get pushed to maintain something close to a respectable speed. I can't even tell you how long it rained because 
it was irrelevant just staying on the next wash was the focus. After the halfway mark, there were only 3 boats in 
front of us. We (and I say we as David Veivers was my wash ride home, he let me take a few goes on the front), 
caught the first two leaving only the double which I knew we couldn't catch because they were doing so well 
but then I caught a glimpse of them near the shore. It's that horrible moment when you know something must 
be wrong but you can catch them, I didn't realise that poor David and Merry from the club had broken their 
rudder. They were safe and even more inspiring they still went on to finish the race in front of 10 other boats - 
go team. 

So now line honours were up for grabs but sadly I picked the wrong line coming under the bridge to watch not 
only David V pull away but Rozanne pip me at the post. It was a valuable lesson to learn. 

The inspiration of the day and this sport came from the start of the 50km, from the shore we could see that 
someone in a K1 had gone in before the bridge, but then we noticed 3 other paddlers assist him back to the 
shore and then took off again. Naturally they went on to take 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the singles. These 4 guys are from 
this wonderful club so huge shout to James P, Brett, James H and Dmitry. 

Apologies for not mentioning everyone that participated from the Club, I'm still getting to know everyone but 
want to thank everyone for the amazing welcome I have received and looking forward to meeting everyone. It 
was also lovely to be included in the photos for the event. 

It was a great experience and would recommend it to anyone. 



 
Above: Karen in the rain at 6km distance 

Wade Rowston & Dean Shein 50km 6:13:39 
Young new Member Dean Shein, aged 25, was planning paddle his Epic V8 single in his first HCC along with a 
friend. However with its cancellation he still wanted to give the Morrison 50 a go but unfortunately his friend 
was not available. Via Alanna he asked if anyone would be willing to paddle a double with him and I put my 
hand up. Dean is a reasonably new paddler but has run a few marathons so I knew he would have the right 
mindset to grind out the 50km. 

Our preparation consisted of an 18km paddle in Blinky Bill (Richard Barnes’ double Mirage currently stored in 
the shed in place of Kermit) the Saturday prior and a 10km in the Vulcan with Tues squad. The 18km paddle was 
the longest of Dean had done. The much lighter Vulcan was a blessing and moved along nicely. 

We just made it to the start line at 3pm with a couple of minutes to spare and off we went. After 1 km we 
latched on to another double and stayed with them for about 5 km. We were going well hitting 10-11km/hr. 
We cruised along nicely, had a quick pit stop on a sandy beach and continue making good progress. That’s when 
we met Stu paddling along. Not sure how we got on to the subject but Stu happens to have a Youtube channel 
and one of his posts has been viewed 11 million times. If you want to know how to go about shooting feral pigs 
FROM A KAYAK then search for ‘Stu pig hunting’. Certainly an unexpected conversation topic. 

The forecast was for volatile weather with possible thunderstorm cells passing the area. We were fairly lucky 
and only had a couple of river stretches that were windy and only one patch of heavy rain. We were towards 
the back of the 3am start field and started to wonder why no paddlers ahead of us were not headed back as we 
approached 25kms turnaround point. Everyone now knows the story of why that happened with the turning 
buoy missing due to a non-starting motor boat. We made it to about 26km and someone (I think it was Duncan) 
called out from the river bank between some bushes and explained what had happened and we turned around 
at that point. Soon we came across the front runners of the 4pm starters and we were yelling out to turn 
around when they got to 25kms. Not long after some officials in a rubber dingy took over and was turning 
everyone back. 

It was very hard going on the way back against the tide and some fresh flow no doubt. Often the GPS was 
showing a demoralising 6.7-6.9km/hr. So Dean and I settled in for the long haul and enjoyed the now calm, 
pristine river conditions and the beautiful sunset. We stopped again on a sandy beach for about 5 mins and 
emptied the boat (note to self the foot pumps need to be reinstalled in the Vulcan) then enjoyed the setting 
sun. The last leg from check point A seemed to take forever in the dark but we did pass a few slowing boats. 
Good conversations with Dean certainly helped divert the mind from the slow progress and burn some time on 
the way home. We took 2hr 30min on the outward leg and scrambled home in 3hr 45mins for a distance of 
52.04km. It was a pleasure to paddle with Dean and he was great company. Nice work Dean going from 18km 
to 52km paddle in one step. Hopefully we will see him at Wednesday TT soon when his study timetable allows. 



 
Above: Dean and Wade at the 6km mark 

Ian Wrenford & Chris Johnson - Safety Boat 1 
Tony initially contacted me when the Morison 50 was in its formative stages - checking I was up for a bit of 
event photography. The answer was yes of course – that’s something I’ve contributed to the HCC for some 
years – nice place for paddling – nice place for photos. 

As the date loomed, Tony was in touch again – helpfully letting me know I’d be in the IRB Safety Boat at 
Checkpoint A. For photos of course. Not a problem – but all of a sudden my cushy few hours of camera work 
had acquired a manual labour component and some responsibilities. At least the IRB provides a nice platform 
for getting into a good position for pix.. 

Chris Johnson stepped forward as volunteer observer and we made arrangements to get out to Windsor at 2pm 
to pick up the PNSW boat/trailer. We’d kept an eye on the weather forecast and were pleased to see that 
morning storms would magically clear in the afternoon making for fine paddling & photography conditions. 

On arrival at Windsor the forecast seemed spot on – other than some menacing clouds on the horizon. Actually 
quite a lot of menacing clouds. No matter – Tony had positioned Checkpoint A right off the end of the Pitt Town 
Bottoms boat ramp which meant we had the shelter of the car. The original plan had been to use the IRB to 
scoot downstream a bit to Percy’s ski park – my usual HCC vantage point these past few years. The menacing 
clouds though were a bit close for comfort – so at the ramp we stayed. 

We duly laid out the 12km turn buoy – nice and close to the shore to bring paddlers in for a close-up then sat 
back and waited for the 3pm 50km start to come through. No worries. No turnbacks required. Then wait ~45 
minutes for the 4pm 50km start to come through. Oh, and the menacing clouds – which by now had grown 
teeth. 



 
Above: Ian changing the film in his camera 

The 4pm start came through- with the front runners ignoring the photo opportunity and taking the shortest 
path between two points. No close ups for them then! The next bunch though had obviously read the race 
briefing (or saw the glint from the camera lens) and duly came through all smiles. All through. No turnbacks. 



Then the rain set in, to the accompaniment of lightning and thunder. Scurried back to the car to wait for the 
5pm 24km start. 

The 5pm and 6pm 24km start came through cleanly with the rain persisting but the lightning thankfully 
elsewhere. Photos were taken from under a brolly with the light fading and paddlers starting to return from the 
longer distances. By the time the 7:00 pm 12km paddlers came through it was properly dark and the camera 
was struggling with the built-in flash. The turn mark was pulled out, boat retrieved, and dropped back to 
Windsor - then a quick trip home to get the photos loaded by midnight. 

Tom Simmat 50km 4:51:49 
Sorry I did not reply earlier but I am a bit concerned that I may not have strictly complied with the compulsory 
equipment requirements and race directions as set out by Paddle NSW for the Morrison 50. I understand life 
jackets, and space blankets and whisles and food and water and torches, but there was something about mobile 
phones in plastic bags with a down loaded app. 

Coming from late in the first half of the previous century, down loaded apps are a complete mystery, but the 
clear intent was some sort of system to track my whereabouts should I not turn up at the finish. A trail of bread 
crumbs was not suitable as the Hawkesbury fish would probably eat them and rice had a similar problem. So I 
came up with the idea of trailing string behind the boat that the rescue team could follow to my demised state. 

I asked at the local two dollar shop if they had water proof string and I was directed to the back of aisle 6. They 
were correct as there was a large drum of balls of string. Unfortunately there was no indication that it was 
waterproof so as a brief test I wondered around the shop while sucking one end of the string and also picked 
out half a dozen cans of baked beams as compulsory race food. The test proved that the string was probably 
water proof so I bagged twenty five balls of bright pink string, each ball claiming to contain one thousand 
meters. I chose bright pink just in case someone else had the same idea and multi pieces of string going down 
the river all the same colour would confuse the rescue team. 

That night I prepared for the race by tying the balls of string together and tested two of the cans of baked 
beams. I recycled the cans by putting a nail hole in the bottom, each end of the string knotted through the hole. 
This was the mobile phone system we used as kids in the 1950s to communicate between trees in the back 
yard. With varying success. 

I was a bit late to the start and Tony Hystek did the scrutineering so apparently my safety communication 
system was acceptable. I buried one can near the official start tent with a brief note, “If not returned Tom is at 
the end of this bright pink waterproof string.” If I got into trouble I could yell into the can at the other end and 
my voice would surge out of the sand under the tent. Genius! 

All went well and the string paid out as I paddled down the river. I noted that there was no other string in the 
river, unless the person who had the same idea as I did was behind me. At six kilometers and after six balls of 
string, I came to the twelve kilometre yellow turn around buoy. I recalled something in the briefing notes about 
staying right of these buoys, I thought I might have a problem with my system if I had to stay right coming back 
as my string would be around the buoys anchor. 

All was pretty uneventful after only eleven balls of string were used up I passed the 25 kilometer turn around 
buoy. I figured I must have taken a few short cuts. Then it started to rain. Like really, really rain. I could not see 
the river bank but I figured if the string kept streaming out at the back of the boat I must be going in roughly a 
straight line. It rained so hard my cockpit filled up with water. The eight remaining balls of waterproof bright 
pink string were bobbing around in the water in the cockpit in a rather add hock manner. I stopped paddling to 
untangle the mess, was a bit wet and cold, but after a can of baked beans felt much better and continued 
toward the fifty kilometer turn around buoy. I had three balls of string left. 

I had just found the ultimate flaw in my plan when I realized I would have to pass around the bottom turn 
around buoy and so would my rescue trace line, I would either have to go back around the buoy in the opposite 
direction or I would soon run out of string. 

Just at that point, a rescue rubber ducky came buzzing past screaming turn around now. Problem averted, but I 
was concerned that the event had been abandoned. A bit like cricket because of the rain. 

So paddling casually back I orderly reeled in my bright pink waterproof string ready for the next event. However 
in order not to tangle the string around the twenty five kilometre and twelve kilometre turning buoys I passed 
those buoys on the same side as when I went down. This was strictly against the race briefing rules. Ian in order 



to prevent my disqualification from the event by passing the wrong side of the yellow buoys on the way back, I 
would ask that you keep this confession strictly confidential. Tom 

 
Above: Tom at 6km with race food and mobile phone,,, 

 
Above: Results for LCRK Members and regular TTers - not 100% sure if corrected for Morison 48 vs 50 vs 58 
paddlers! 



 
Above: Glorious sunset(s) 
 


